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INVARIANT PROLONGATION OF
OVERDETERMINED PDE’S IN PROJECTIVE,
CONFORMAL AND GRASSMANNIAN GEOMETRY
M. HAMMERL, P. SOMBERG, V. SOUCˇEK, J. SˇILHAN
Abstract. This is the second in a series of papers on natural
modification of the normal tractor connection in a parabolic ge-
ometry, which naturally prolongs an underlying overdetermined
system of invariant differential equations. We give a short review
of the general procedure developed in [5] and then compute the
prolongation covariant derivatives for a number of interesting ex-
amples in projective, conformal and Grassmannian geometries.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study certain overdetermined linear systems of
PDE’s that have geometric origin and satisfy strong invariance prop-
erties. The goal is to rewrite these systems in a closed form, which for
our purposes means to find an extended system described by a covari-
ant derivative in such a way that parallel sections with respect to this
covariant derivative are in one to one correspondence with solutions of
the original equation. The main advantage of such a prolongation is
clear - one immediately obtains a bound on the dimension of the solu-
tion space and the curvature of this covariant derivative obstructs the
existence of a solution. Moreover, there is a neat relationship between
geometry of the underlying manifold and the extended prolongation
system, see e.g. [2],[5] and the references therein.
The equations we study appear naturally for parabolic geometries
like projective, conformal or Grassmannian structures and include as
a special instances the equations describing the infinitesimal symme-
tries of geometric structures. Special examples of overdetermined linear
systems of invariant equations coming from parabolic geometries are
discussed in e.g., [2], [13], [7], [10], [18].
In fact, the invariant equations in question appear in the Bernstein-
Gelfand-Gelfand (BGG for short) sequences, which are the source of
overdetermined invariant operators resp. their prolonged systems in
question. The prolongation of the first operator in the BGG sequence
is realized by certain commutative square related to BGG operators
in the sequence. We are constructing also examples of commutative
squares for all operators in the BGG sequence.
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1.1. The BGG-sequence. Let G be a semi-simple Lie group and
P ⊂ G a parabolic subgroup. A parabolic geometry on a manifold
M consists of a P -principal bundle G → M together with a Cartan
connection 1-form ω ∈ Ω1(G, g), [9]. Here g denotes the Lie algebra
of G. A major development in the construction of differential invari-
ants of parabolic structure was done in [4], and the construction was
subsequently simplified in [3].
Let V be a finite dimensional G-representation. It is well known that
the associated tractor bundle V = G ×P V carries the canonical tractor
covariant derivative ∇ induced by the Cartan connection form ω, see
e.g. [1]. The connection uniquely extends to an exterior covariant
derivative on the spaces Ek(V ) := Ωk(M,V ) of k-forms with values
in the vector bundle V , denoted d∇ : Ek(V ) → Ek+1(V ). The lowest
homogenoues part of d∇ is the G0-equivariant Lie algebraic differential
∂k : E
k(V ) → Ek+1(V ) termed the Kostant differential, [19]. Here G0
denotes the Levi part of P . Its adjoint, the Kostant codifferential ∂∗k is
P -equivariant and gives rise to a complex
Ek+1(V )
∂∗
k+1
→ Ek(V ), ∂∗k ◦ ∂
∗
k+1 = 0.
There are Lie algebra cohomology bundles Hk = ker ∂
∗
k/ im ∂
∗
k+1 due to
the P -equivariant projection
Πk : ker ∂
∗
k → Hk.
The basic ingredient of the BGG-machinery are the differential BGG-
splitting operators
Lk : Hk → ker ∂
∗
k ,
defined uniquely by the property that for every smooth section σ ∈
Γ(Hk) one has
∂∗k+1(d
∇(Lk(σ))) = 0.
In particular, one can form the BGG-operators
Dk : Hk → Hk+1, Dk := Πk+1 ◦ d
∇ ◦ Lk.
It will be usually clear from the context what is the appropriate value
for homogeneity k of the form which is acted upon by any of operators,
i.e. we usually omit this subscript from the notation.
Let us briefly review the invariant prolongation procedure obtained
in [5]:
1.2. Prolongation of the first BGG operator D0. The first BGG-
operator D0 associated to V is overdetermined, and our aim is the
construction of invariant prolongation of the corresponding systems
D0σ = 0 on σ ∈ Γ(H0). Let us recall that the approach of [5] starts
by introducing certain class of linear connections on V which are mod-
ifications of tractor covariant derivative ∇V . The first condition on a
modification map Φ ∈ E1(EndV ) is that it is homogeneous of degree
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≥ 1 with respect to the natural filtrations on TM and V , for which
we write Φ ∈ (E1(EndV ))1. This ensures that basic constructions of
the BGG-machinery still work. The next condition is that for any sec-
tion s ∈ Γ(V ) we have that Φs ∈ E1(V ) has values in im ∂∗. As a
consequence, the modified covariant derivative is in a suitable sense
compatible with the underlying first BGG-operator D0. The latter
condition can be rewritten as Φ ∈ Im(∂∗V ⊗ idV ∗), thus we arrive at a
class of admissible covariant derivatives
C =
{
∇˜ = ∇+ Φ|Φ ∈ Im (∂∗V ⊗ idV ∗) ∩ (E
1(End V ))1
}
.
Here ∂∗V denotes ∂
∗ acting on E1(V ) (and not on E1(EndV )) and the
same applies for ∂∗V acting on E
k(V ).
The main theorem of [5] is then
Theorem 1.1. There exists a unique covariant derivative ∇˜ ∈ C char-
acterized by the property
(∂∗V ⊗ idV ∗)(Ω˜) = 0,
where Ω˜ is the curvature of ∇˜.
This implies ∇˜ ◦ L0 = L1 ◦D0, which in turn yields
Corollary 1.2. Consider a tractor bundle V and the covariant de-
rivative ∇˜ in Theorem 1.1. Then ∇˜ gives a prolongation of the first
BGG operator D0 in the sense that the restriction of the projection
Π0 : V → H0 to ∇˜-parallel sections is an isomorphism with the kernel
of D0 acting on smooth sections Γ(H0) and inverted by the differential
splitting operator L0 : H0 → V .
We therefore say that ∇˜ is the prolongation covariant derivative.
1.3. Commutativity for all Dk. In [5] the authors also obtained the
analogue of ∇˜ on Ek(V ). Here d∇ gives rise to the class
Ck := {d˜k = d
∇ + Φ | Φ ∈ A1, ImΦ ⊂ Im ∂∗}
where A := Hom(Ek(V ), Ek+1(V )) and A1 denotes homomorphisms
homogeneous of the degree ≥ 1. Then it turns out there is a unique
d˜k ∈ Ck such that ∂
∗
V ◦ d
∇ ◦ d˜k = 0. This then implies
d˜k ◦ Lk = Lk+1 ◦Dk
and Πk and Lk restrict to inverse isomorphisms between Ker d˜k∩Ker ∂
∗
and KerDk.
1.4. The guideline for computing examples. Here is the manual
for treating particular examples, which can be used to derive the ex-
plicit form of the prolongation covariant derivative. In practice, the
normalization procedure for canonical tractor covariant derivative can
be summarized as an algorithm based on the following list of steps:
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(1) Choose a parabolic geometry (G, P,M, ω), where G → M is
a principal P -bundle on M and ω ∈ Ω1(G, g). Choose also a
finite dimensional G-module V and its associated vector bundle
V termed tractor bundle. Let us fix the two consecutive vector
bundles of k resp. (k + 1)-forms twisted by V .
(2) Decompose both spaces of k resp. (k + 1)-forms twisted by V
with respect to G0, the Levi factor of the parabolic subgroup P .
Then compute the value of the Laplace-Kostant algebraic op-
erator  associated to ∂∗ on each irreducible G0-summand (i.e.
G0-graded components associated to P -equivariant filtration)
either by evaluating the action of Casimir operator or from the
definition  = ∂∗∂ + ∂∂∗.
(3) Choose a Weyl structure, so that there is a well defined split-
ting of the filtered bundle V into a direct sum of homogeneous
components.
(4) Now the procedure splits into two cases:
• The computation of the prolongation covariant derivative.
Check, if (∂∗V ⊗ idV ∗)(Ω), where Ω is the curvature of ∇, is
trivial. In positive case, the procedure ends and we have
computed the prolongation covariant derivative.
If α := (∂∗V ⊗ idV ∗)(Ω) 6= 0, take the lowest nontrivial
homogeneous part αj of α and define
Φ = −−1αj; ∇
′ = ∇+ Φ.
Then repeat the procedure with ∇ replaced by ∇′. By con-
struction, the lowest nontrivial component of α in the next
step will have degree higher then in the previous step, hence
the procedure will terminate in a finite number of steps
(bounded by the length of the grading of V).
• The case of the whole sequence of commuting squares.
Here we use another procedure based on the following al-
gorithm. Consider two consecutive squares containing the
exterior covariant derivatives d∇k : E
k(V ) 7→ Ek+1(V ) and
d∇k+1 : E
k+1(V ) 7→ Ek+2(V ). First check, if
(∂∗V ⊗ idV ∗)(d
∇
k+1 ◦ d
∇
k )
is trivial. If not, the first step is the same as for the con-
struction of prolongation covariant derivative above. Con-
sider α := (∂∗ ⊗ idV ∗)(d
∇
k+1 ◦ d
∇
k ) 6= 0, take the lowest
nontrivial homogeneous part αj of α and define
Φ = −−1αj ; d
′
k = d
∇
k + Φ.
If α′ := (∂∗ ⊗ idV ∗)(d
∇
k ◦ d
′
k) is trivial, the procedure ter-
minates and we define d˜k = d
′
k. If not, take the lowest
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nontrivial homogeneous part α′j′ of α
′ and define
Φ′ = −−1α′j′; d
′′
k = d
′
k + Φ
′.
By construction, the degree j′ will be bigger than j, hence
the procedure will terminate in a finite number of steps
(bounded again by the length of the grading of V ). Note
that iterations ϕ here are, in general, differential operators
and their order rises (in general) by one with each iteration.
The panorama of examples presented in this article follows criterions
to be useful, nonelementary, going beyond the examples scattered in
the references and at the same time computable by hand while demon-
strating the powerful machine developed in [5]. The interested reader
will easily recognize the complexity of the computation both in general
and specific situations of interest.
2. Notation
In this section we review the basic notation and conventions related
to the results of our article.
2.1. Forms, tensors and tensorial actions. In order to be explicit
and efficient in calculations involving bundles of possibly high rank it
is necessary to introduce some further abstract index notation. In the
usual abstract index conventions one would write E[ab···c] (where there
are implicitly k-indices skewed over) for the space Ek. To simplify
subsequent expressions we use the following conventions. Firstly indices
labeled with sequential superscripts which are at the same level (i.e.
all contravariant or all covariant) indicate a completely skew set of
indices. Formally we set a1 · · · ak = [a1 · · · ak] and so, for example,
Ea1···ak is an alternative notation for E
k while Ea1···ak−1 and Ea2···ak both
denote Ek−1. Next we abbreviate this notation via multi-indices: We
will use the form indices
ak := a1 · · · ak = [a1 · · · ak], k ≥ 0,
a˙k := a2 · · · ak = [a2 · · · ak], k ≥ 1,
a¨k := a3 · · · ak = [a3 · · · ak], k ≥ 2,
...
ak := a4 · · · ak = [a4 · · · ak], k ≥ 3.
If, for example, k = 1 then a˙k simply means the index is absent, whereas
if k = 1 then a¨ means the term containing the index a¨ is absent.
For example, a 3–form ϕ can have the following possible equivalent
structures of indices:
ϕa1a2a3 = ϕ[a1a2a3] = ϕa3 = ϕa1a˙3 = ϕ[a1a˙3] = ϕa1a2a¨3 ∈ Ea3 = E
3.
Note the exterior derivative d on a k-form fa can be written as (df)a0a =
∇a0fa for any torsion–free affine connection ∇.
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Later on we define the standard tractor bundle denoted by EA and
its dual EB. The form index notation developed above will be used also
for skew symmetric powers of these bundles. For example, the bundle
of tractor k–forms E[A1···Ak] will be denoted by EA1···Ak or EAk .
The bundle of endomorphisms of EA (or EA), E
E
F , clearly injects
EEF ⊆ End(T ) for any tractor bundle T ⊆ (
⊗
EA)⊗(
⊗
EB). Consider
γEF ∈ E
E
F and f ∈ T . The endomorphism γ acts on T and we denote
this action by ♯. That is, γ♯f ∈ T . Using the abstract tractor indices, ♯
is given by the usual tensorial action, i.e. (γ♯f)A = γAPf
P for fA ∈ EA
and (γ♯f)A = −γ
P
AfP for fA ∈ EA. One then computes ♯ on the tensor
products of EA and EB using the Leibniz rule. We further put γ♯ to
be zero on Ea, Eb and density bundles (which we introduce later) and,
using the Leibniz rule, extend γ♯ to the tensor products of T with latter
three bundles. Finally note the action ♯ is denoted • in [9].
2.2. The adjoint tractor bundle and the Laplace-Kostant oper-
ator. The bundle A = G ×P g is called the adjoint tractor bundle. By
definition, A ⊆ EAB and more generally A →֒ End(T ) for any tractor
bundle T . We shall use ♯ to denote the action of sections of A on T as
introduced above. Note the curvature of the normal tractor covariant
derivative ∇ is the section of Ea0a1 ⊗ A and the curvature action is
2(d∇∇f)a0a1 = 2∇a0∇a1f = (Ω♯f)a0a1 ∈ E[ab] ⊗ T for each f ∈ T .
We have identifications Ea ∼= G ×P g− and E
a ∼= A/A′, A′ := G ×P p,
which allow to define inclusions ι : Ea →֒ A and ι¯ : E
a →֒ A/A′. (The
latter is just the identity.) We extend these inclusions to
ι : Ea →֒ Ea˙ ⊗A and ι¯ : Ea
δa0
b
−→ Ea0a
b →֒ Ea0a ⊗A/A
′.
Recall that here and below, we use a chosen Weyl structure and the
corresponding splittings.
Our aim is to use these tools to express Kostant’s differential ∂,
codifferential ∂∗ and in particular the Laplace-Kostant operator  [19]
in a form suitable for computations in abstract indices. Defined on
Ea ⊗ T , a = a
k for any tractor bundle T , they have the form
∂ : Ea ⊗ T
ι¯
→֒ Ea0a ⊗A/A
′ ⊗ T
♯
−→ Ea0a ⊗ T ,
∂∗ : Ea ⊗ T
ι
→֒ Ea˙ ⊗A⊗ T
♯
−→ Ea˙ ⊗ T and
k = ∂∂
∗ + ∂∗∂ : Ea ⊗ T −→ Ea ⊗ T .
Note ∂∗ is invariant but ∂ (thus also k) depends on the choice of
splitting of the tractor bundles in question. However, k is invariant
on completely reducible subquotients of Ea ⊗ T and acts by a scalar
multiple on each irreducible component of such subquotients. That is,
we choose a splitting of the tractor bundle Ea ⊗ T to compute k but
the value of k on a given completely reducible subquotient alone is
independent of this choice.
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The symbol +
✞
✝ denotes the composition P -module structure of rep-
resentations or vector bundles.
Finally note one can compute k from highest weight of bundles
concerned, see [19]. We shall use this (less explicit) approach in cases
when the abstract index computation is getting too complicated.
Now we are ready to discuss specific geometries. In each case, we
first summarize the tractor calculus. We shall particularly need the
normal tractor covariant derivative ∇ and the Kostant’s differential
and codifferential ∂ and ∂∗, respectively. Using these we compute the
prolongation covariant derivative ∇˜ and/or d˜ on certain bundles.
3. Projective geometry
We follow the notation from [1] here. The projective structure on a
smooth manifold M is given by a class [∇] of projectively equivalent
torsion free connections. That is, connections ∇ˆ ∈ [∇] are parametrised
by one forms Υa ∈ Ea ∼= Γ(T
∗M) and have the form
∇ˆaϕ = ∇aϕ+ wΥaϕ, ϕ ∈ E(w),
∇ˆaf
b = ∇af
b +Υaf
b +Υcf
cδba, f
b ∈ E b(1)
∇ˆaωb = ∇aωb −Υaωb −Υbωa, ωa ∈ Ea.
The curvature tensor Rab
c
d of a torsion free ∇ is defined by (∇a∇b−
∇b∇a)f
c = Rab
c
pf
p and it decomposes
Rab
c
d =Wab
c
d + 2δ[a
c
Pb]d + βabδ
c
d, βab = −2P[ab].
Here Wab
c
d is projectively invariant (and irreducible) Weyl tensor, P is
the Schouten tensor, Pˆab = Pab−∇aΥb+ΥaΥb and βˆab = βab+2∇[aΥb].
We put Aabc := 2∇[aPb]c. Then the Bianchi identity ∇[aRbc]
d
e = 0
implies
∇cWab
c
d = (n− 2)Aabd and ∇[aβcd] = 0.
The cohomology class [β] ∈ H2(M,R) is a global invariant of the pro-
jective structure. Moreover, (∇a∇b −∇b∇a)ϕ = wβabϕ for ϕ ∈ E(w).
3.1. Projective tractors. We shall write sections of the standard
projective tractor bundle EA = Ea[−1] +
✞
✝ E [−1], resp. its dual EA =
E [1] +
✞
✝ Ea[1] using the injectors Y
A, XA, resp. YA, XA as(
σa
ρ
)
= Y Aa σ
a +XAρ ∈ EA, resp.
(
ν
µa
)
= YAν +X
a
Aµa ∈ EA.
Such splittings of EA and EA are parametrised by choices of projective
connections and we call them projective splittings . The change of the
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splitting under change of the connection parametrised by Υa ∈ Ea is(̂
σa
ρ
)
=
(
σa
ρ−Υaσ
a
)
, i.e. Yˆ Aa = Y
A
a +X
AΥa, Xˆ
A = XA and
(̂
ν
µa
)
=
(
ν
µa +Υaν
)
, i.e. YˆA = YA −X
a
AΥa, Xˆ
a
A = X
a
A.
That is, XA ∈ EA[1], XaA ∈ E
a
A[−1] are invariant and Y
A
a ∈ E
A
a [1], YA ∈
EA[−1] depend on the choice of the projective scale. We assume the
normalisation of these such that YAX
B +XcAY
B
c = δA
B, i.e. YCX
C = 1
and XaCY
C
b = δ
a
b.
The normal covariant derivative is given by
∇c
(
σa
ρ
)
=
(
∇cσ
a + ρδc
a
∇cρ− Pcpσ
p
)
and ∇c
(
ν
µa
)
=
(
∇cν − µc
∇cµa + Pcaν
)
, i.e.
∇cY
A
a = −X
A
Pca, ∇cX
A = Y Ac and ∇cYA = X
a
APca, ∇cX
a
A = −Y
Aδac .
and its Ω curvature has the form
Ωab
E
F = Y
E
e X
f
FWab
e
f −X
EXfFAabf ∈ E[ab] ⊗A.
That is, A = trace-free(EEF ) is the projective adjoint tractor bundle
where “trace-free” denotes the trace–free part. Hence the curvature
action on EC is (∇a∇b−∇b∇a)FC = (Ω♯F )abC = −Ωab
D
CFD. We shall
often write Ωab♯FC instead of (Ω♯F )abC to simplify the notation.
Using the notation developed above, the inclusions ι and ι¯ defined
in 2.2 have the form Y Ea0YF : Ea
ι¯
→ Ea0a
E
F and X
EXa
1
F : Ea
ι
→ Ea˙
E
F .
Thus
∂ : Ea ⊗ T ∋ fa 7→ Y
E
a0YFfa
♯
−→ Ea0a˙ ⊗ T and
∂∗ : Ea ⊗ T ∋ fa 7→ X
EXa
1
F fa
♯
−→ Ea˙ ⊗ T
and we can easily compute k on Ea⊗T using the action ♯ as demon-
strated by the following example.
Example 3.1. We shall compute the case T = EC in details. Then
Ea
C = Ea
c[−1] +
✞
✝ Ea[−1], where Ea is irreducible and Ea
c has two irrre-
ducible components (the trace and trace–free parts). We shall compute
k separately for all three irreducible components.
We start with (not necessarily irreducible) section σa
c ∈ Ea
c[−1].
Then ∂ on fa
C := Y Cc σa
c is zero and XEXa
1
F ♯Y
C
c σa
c = XCσpa˙
p =
(∂∗f)a˙
C . Thus ∂∗f = 0 for trace–free section σa
c. Assume σa
c = δca1 σ˜a˙.
Then fa
C = Y Ca1 σ˜a˙, (∂
∗f)a˙
C = n−k+1
k
XC σ˜a˙ thus (kf)a
C = (∂∂∗f)a
C =
Y Ca1 σ˜a˙. Finally if f¯a
C = XCρa then (∂
∗f¯)a˙
C = 0, (∂f¯)a
C = Y Ca0ρa and
(kf¯)a
C = (∂∗∂f¯)a
C = n−k
k+1
XCρa
Summarizing, k acts by zero on the trace–free part of Ea
c[−1] =
Ea
C/Ea[−1], by
n−k+1
k
on the trace part, i.e. on Ea˙[−1] ⊆ Ea
C/Ea[−1]
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and by n−k
k+1
on Ea[−1] ⊆ Ea
C . Note the inclusion Ea[−1] →֒ Ea
C is
realized by XC : Ea[−1]→ Ea
C .
3.2. Skew symmetric tractors and tractor forms. The notation
for the standard tractor bundle EC developed above can be easily gener-
alised to the products
∧ℓ EC = EC = Ec(−ℓ) +✞✝ E c˙(−ℓ), where C = Cℓ.
Note
∧ℓ EC ∼= ∧n−ℓ+1 ED, hence these products are isomorphic to trac-
tor forms. We put
Y
C
c
= Y
[C1
c1 . . . Y
Cℓ]
cℓ
∈ EC
c
(ℓ), XC
c˙
= X [C
1
Y C
2
c2 . . . Y
Cℓ]
cℓ
∈ EC
c˙
(ℓ),
and write the sections of EC as(
σc
ρc˙
)
= YC
c
σc + XC
c˙
ρc˙ ∈ EC, σc ∈ Ec(−ℓ), ρc˙ ∈ E c˙(−ℓ)
where c = cℓ. The change of the projective rescaling parametrised by
Υa is(̂
σc
ρc˙
)
=
(
σc
ρc˙ − ℓΥc1σ
c
)
, i.e. YˆC
c
= YC
c
+ ℓΥc1X
C
c˙
, XˆC
c˙
= XC
c˙
and the normal tractor covariant derivative has the form
∇b
(
σc
ρc˙
)
=
(
∇bσ
c + ρc˙δb
c1
∇bρ
c˙ − ℓPbc1σ
c
)
, i.e. ∇bY
C
c
= −ℓ Pbc1X
C
c˙
, ∇bX
C
c˙
= YC[bc˙]
Example 3.2. We shall compute the sequence for the tractor bun-
dle EC, C = Cℓ, i.e. EC
d˜
→ . . .
d˜
→ Ean
C. Since the filtration of EC
has level 2, it follows immediately from the construction of d˜ that
(d˜F )a0a = (d
∇F )a0a
C + (k+1)
−1(∂∗d∇d∇F )a0a
C for every Fa
C ∈ Ea
C.
(In particular, the difference between d∇ and d˜ is algebraic in this case.)
Let us compute d˜ in details. Assume Fa
C = YC
c
σa
c + XC
c˙
ρa
c˙. Then
(d∇d∇F )a−1a0a
C =
1
2
Ωa−1a0♯Fa
C =
1
2
ℓΩa−1a0
C1
PFa
P C˙ =
=
1
2
ℓYC
c
Wa−1a0
c
pσa
pc˙ + XC
c˙
ρ¯a−1a0a
c˙
for some section ρ¯ which we shall not need explicitly. Therefore
(∂∗d∇d∇F )a0a
C =
ℓ2
2
XC
1
XrQΩ[ra0
[Q
|P |Fa]
|P |C˙] =
ℓ2
2
X
C
c˙
W[ra0
[r
|p|σa]
|p|c˙] =
=
ℓ
2(k + 2)
X
C
c˙
[
−(ℓ− 1)Wpr
c2
a0σa
prc¨ + kWa0a1
r
pσra˙
pc˙
]
.
It remains to apply (k+1)
−1. Note the map ∂∗d∇d∇ : Ea
C → Ea0a
C
has values in the (completely reducible) subbundle Ea0a
c˙(−ℓ) ⊆ Ea0a
C,
cf. the precious display. Irreducible components of this subbundle are
bundles tf[Ebk+2−i
d
ℓ−i
](−ℓ), 1 ≤ i ≤ min{ℓ, k + 2} where the notation
tf[..] denotes the trace–free part of the enclosed bundle. The Laplace-
Kostant operator k+1 on tf[Ebs
dt ](−ℓ) acts by Ats(ℓ) :=
1
s+1
[n−s− t+
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1+(l− t)(n−s)]. Note the computation is rather simple if we consider
tf[Ebs
dt ](−ℓ) as the irreducible invariant subbundle of ED
t(E1...El−t) and
then follow 3.1. Also note Ats(ℓ) is always nonzero. This of course
follows by general means but can be verified directly since tf[Ebs
d
t
] 6=
{0} if and only if s + t ≤ n.
Proposition 3.3. The operator d˜ : Ea
C → Ea0a
C in the projective
geometry has the form
(d˜F )a0a
C = (d∇F )a0a
C−
ℓ2
2
min{ℓ,k+2}∑
i=1
1
Aℓ−ik+2−i(ℓ)
Projℓ−ik+2−iX
C
c˙
W[ra0
[r
|p|σa]
|p|c˙]
where σa
c = X c
C
Fa
C, X c
C
= X c
1
C1 . . .X
cℓ
Cℓ
and Projts : Eas+i
ct+i(ℓ) →
tf[Eas
ct ](ℓ), i ≥ 0 is the projection. 
The operator d˜ simplifies in special cases ℓ = 1 and k = 0. First
assume ℓ = 1. Then (∂∗d∇d∇)a0a
C = k
2(k+2)
XCWa0a1
r
pσra˙
p has values
in the irreducible subbundle Ea0a(−ℓ) of Ea0a
C . We computed k+1
acts by n−(k+1)
k+2
on this subbundle. Inverting this scalar, we obtain the
result
(d˜F )a0a
C = (d∇F )a0aC +
k
2(n− k − 1)
XCWa0a1
r
pσra˙
p.
Now assume k = 0. Then (∂∗d∇d∇F )a
C = − ℓ(ℓ−1)
4
XC
c˙
Wpr
c2
aσ
prc¨
has values in the trace–free (thus irreducible) part of the subbundle
Ea
c˙(−ℓ). Since k+1 acts on the trace–free part of Ea
c˙(−ℓ) ⊆ Ea
C by
n−ℓ
2
, the resulting formula is
(d˜F )a
C = (d∇F )a
C +
ℓ(ℓ− 1)
2(n− ℓ)
X
CWpr
c2
aσ
prc¨.
We claim d˜ actually coicides with the prolongation covariant derivative
∇˜. To verify this, first observe ((∇˜ − ∇)F )a
C ∈ Im ∂∗ by the constru-
tion of d˜ = ∇˜. Thus it remains to verify (d∇˜∇˜F )a−1a0
C ∈ Ker ∂∗. But
since (d∇∇˜F )a−1a0
C ∈ Ker ∂∗ (again by the constrution of d˜ = ∇˜) and
d∇˜ − d∇ : Ea0 → ker ∂
∗ ⊆ Ea−1a0
C, cf. the last term in the previous
display, the claim follows. Using the matrix notation, ∇˜ = d˜ has the
form
∇˜a
(
σc
ρc˙
)
= ∇a
(
σc
ρc˙
)
+
ℓ(ℓ− 1)
2(n− ℓ)
(
0
Wpr
c2
aσ
prc¨
)
.
Finally note EC ∼= ED (using the tractor volume form) for C = C
ℓ
and D = Dn−ℓ+1. The case ℓ = n − 1 (i.e. D = D2) was solved
in [12], where the prolongation of the corresponding BGG operator
Ea(2) → E(ab) (explicitly fa 7→ ∇(afb)) is constructed. They construct
the prolongation as the tractor covariant derivative Da : ED2 → EaD2 ,
cf. [5]. Since Da − ∇a : ED2 → im ∂
∗ (this follows from the formula
for Da in p. 9, [12] after a short computation) and the curvature of
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(DaDb − DbDa) : ED2 → Ker ∂
∗ (this is obvious form the formula for
DaDb−DbDa on ED2 on the same page) we conclude Da = ∇˜a, cf. 1.1.
Example 3.4. Here we discuss the bundle E (AB) = E (ab)(−2) +
✞
✝ Ea(−2) +
✞
✝ E(−2).
Consider a section Fa
BC ∈ Ea
(BC), expanded in the basis of injectors
as Fa
BC = Y
(B
b Y
C)
c σa
bc +X(BY
C)
c ρa
c +XBXCνa. Then
(d∇d∇F )a−1a0a
BC =
1
2
Ωa−1a0♯Fa
BC = Ωa−1a0
(B
PFa
C)P =
= Y
(B
b Y
C)
c Wa−1a0
(b
pσa
c)p +X(BY C)c
[1
2
Wa−1a0
c
pρa
p −Aa−1a0pσa
cp
]
+XBXC ν¯a
for some section ν¯. Applying ∂∗ we obtain
(∂∗d∇d∇F )a0a
BC =2X(BY C)c W[ra0
(r
|p|σa]
c)p
+XBXC
[1
2
W[ra0
r
|p|ρa]
p −A[ra0|p|σa]
pr
]
.
The filtration degree of E (AB) is 3 and so the construction of d˜ will re-
quire (at most) 2 steps. In the first step we put d′ := d∇+(XYk+1)
−1∂∗d∇d∇ :
Ea
BC → Ea0a
BC where XYk+1 denotes k+1 restricted to the subquo-
tient Ea
c(−2) of Ea
(BC) which corresponds to the injector X(BY
C)
c :
Ea
c(−2) →֒ Ea
(BC). Note this subquotient has two irreducible com-
ponents but we need only the trace–free part since W[ra0
(r
|p|σa]
c)p is
trace–free. A short computation reveals ∂∗∂ = 1 acts on the corre-
sponding subquotient of Ea
(BC) by n−k
k+2
. Hence
(d′F )a0a
BC = ∇a0Fa
BC −
k + 2
n− k
[
2X(BY C)c W[ra0
(r
|p|σa]
c)p
+XBXC
(1
2
W[ra0
r
|p|ρa]
p −A[ra0|p|σa]
pr
)]
.
(2)
Further computation reveals
(d∇d′F )a−1a0a
BC = (d∇d∇F )a−1a0a
BC −
k + 2
n− k
[
2Y
(B
a−1Y
C)
c W[ra0
(r
|p|σa]
c)p
+ 2X(BY C)c
(
+
1
2
δca−1W[ra0
r
|p|ρa]
p − δca−1A[ra0|p|σa]
pr
+∇a−1W[ra0
(r
|p|σa]
c)p
)]
+XBXCγa−1a0a.
for some section γa−1a0a ∈ Ea−1a0a(−2) and
(∂∗d∇d′F )a0a
BC =−
1
n− k
XBXC
[
2∇sW[ra0
(r
|p|σa]
s)p
+ (n− k − 2)
(1
2
W[ra0
r
|p|ρa]
p − A[ra0|p|σa]
pr
)]
.
The previous displays shows that (∂∗d∇d′F )a0a
BC is the section of the
subbundle Ea0a(−2) ⊆ Ea0a
BC . Since k+1 acts on this sunbundle by
2(n−k−1)
k+2
, we obtain the result d˜ := d′ − k+2
2(n−k−1)
∂∗d∇d′.
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Proposition 3.5. The operator d˜ : Ea
(BC) → Ea0a
(BC) in the projective
geometry has the form
(d˜F )a0a
BC =∇a0Fa
BC −
k + 2
n− k
[
2X(BY C)c W[ra0
(r
|p|σa]
c)p
−
1
2(n− k − 1)
XBXC
[
2∇sW[ra0
(r
|p|σa]
s)p
− (n− k)
(1
2
W[ra0
r
|p|ρa]
p −A[ra0|p|σa]
pr
)]]
.
where σa
bc = X bBX
c
CFa
BC and ρa
b = 2X bBYCFa
BC . 
We shall discuss the case k = 0 in more details. Then the formula
in Proposition 3.5 simplifies to
(d˜F )a
BC =∇aF
BC −
2
n
X(BY C)c Wra
c
pσ
rp
+
1
n
XBXC
(
2Arapσ
pr +
1
n− 1
Wra
s
p∇sσ
rp
]
.
This means d˜ is not a covariant derivative on E (BC) as the termWra
s
p∇sσ
rp
is not algebraic in FBC , i.e. d˜ 6= ∇˜ in this case. To compute ∇˜ explic-
itly, assume k = 0 and put ∇′ := d′ (this is a covariant derivative
on E (BC)). That is, ∇′aF
BC = ∇aF
BC − 2
n
(ΨF )a
BC , where the ho-
momorphism Ψa : E
(BC) → Ea
(BC) is given by the formula (2), i.e.
(ΨF )a
BC = X(BY
C)
c Wra
c
pσ
rp − XBXCArapσ
pr. Extending Ψa0 to an
endomorphism Ea1
(BC) → Ea0a1
(BC), an easy computation shows
(Ψ∇′F )a0a1
BC = X(BY C)c
[
Wra0
c
p∇a1σ
rp −
3
2
Wa0a1
c
pρ
p
]
+XBXC ν¯
for some ν¯ ∈ E(−2). Therefore (∂∗Ψ∇′F )BCa = −
1
2
XBXCWra
c
p∇cσ
rp
and we finally obtain (∂∗d∇
′
∇′F )a
BC = (∂∗d∇∇′F )a
BC− 2
n
(∂∗Ψ∇′F )BCa =
0. Since the left hand side is the curvature of ∇′ (applied to FBC), this
curvature is a map E (BC) → Ker ∂∗. Thus we verified ∇˜ = ∇′, cf.
Theorem 1.1. Rewritting ∇˜ in the matrix notation, we obtain
∇˜a

σbcρc
ν

 = ∇a

σbcρc
ν

− 2
n

 0Wracpσpr
−Arapσ
pr

 .
Note ∇˜a provides the prolongation of the corresponding (first or-
der) BGG operator from E (bc)0(−2) to the totally trace–free part of
Ea
(bc)(−2). The same problem was solved in [13] in terms of the con-
nection defined by (3.6) or the left hand side of (5.2) there. Let us
denote this connection on E (BC) by Da. Note the formula for Da differs
from ∇˜a in the middle term of the last matrix in the previous display:
this term is − 2
n
Wra
c
pσ
pr for ∇˜a whereas
1
n
Wra
c
pσ
pr in the case of Da,
cf. [13, (3.6)]. The reason is purely notational, specifically in the choice
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of the projectors. If one replaces X(BY
C)
c by −
1
2
X(BY
C)
c – which means
e.g. Fa
BC = Y
(B
b Y
C)
c σbc + (−12X
(BY
C)
c )ρc +XBXCν – both terms will
coincide. Note also that formulas for ∇a and the normal covariant de-
rivative defined in the display preceding to [13, Theorem 5.1] coincide
after the change of projectors. This confirms the results here coincide
with those in [13].
4. Conformal geometry
4.1. Conformal geometry and tractor calculus. We summarise
here some notation and background. Further details may be found
in [15]. Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension n ≥ 3. Recall
that a conformal structure of signature (p, q) on M is a smooth ray
subbundle Q ⊂ S2T ∗M whose fiber over x consists of conformally
related signature-(p, q) metrics at the point x. Sections ofQ are metrics
g on M . So we may equivalently view the conformal structure as the
equivalence class [g] of these conformally related metrics. The principal
bundle π : Q →M has structure group R+, and so each representation
R+ ∋ x 7→ x
−w/2 ∈ End(R) induces a natural line bundle on (M, [g])
that we term the conformal density bundle E[w]. We shall write E [w]
for the space of sections of this bundle. We write Ea for the space of
sections of the tangent bundle TM and Ea for the space of sections of
T ∗M . The indices here are abstract in the sense of [6] and we follow
the usual conventions from that source. So for example Eab is the space
of sections of ⊗2T ∗M . Here and throughout, sections, tensors, and
functions are always smooth. When no confusion is likely to arise, we
will use the same notation for a bundle and its section space.
We write g for the conformal metric, that is the tautological section
of S2T ∗M ⊗E[2] determined by the conformal structure. This is used
to identify TM with T ∗M [2]. For many calculations we employ ab-
stract indices in an obvious way. Given a choice of metric g from [g],
we write ∇ for the corresponding Levi-Civita connection. With these
conventions the Laplacian ∆ is given by ∆ = gab∇a∇b = ∇
b∇b . Here
we are raising indices and contracting using the (inverse) conformal
metric. Indices will be raised and lowered in this way without further
comment. Note E[w] is trivialised by a choice of metric g from the
conformal class, and we also write ∇ for the connection corresponding
to this trivialisation. The coupled ∇a preserves the conformal metric.
The curvature Rab
c
d of the Levi-Civita connection (the Riemannian
curvature) is given by [∇a,∇b]v
c = Rab
c
dv
d ([·, ·] indicates the com-
mutator bracket). This can be decomposed into the totally trace-free
Weyl curvature Cabcd and a remaining part described by the symmetric
Schouten tensor Pab, according to
(3) Rabcd = Cabcd + 2gc[aPb]d + 2gd[bPa]c,
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where [· · · ] indicates antisymmetrisation over the enclosed indices. The
Schouten tensor is a trace modification of the Ricci tensor Ricab = Rca
c
b
and vice versa: Ricab = (n−2)Pab+Jgab, where we write J for the trace
Pa
a of P. The Cotton tensor is defined by Aabc := 2∇[aPb]c. Via the
Bianchi identity this is related to the divergence of the Weyl tensor as
follows:
(4) (n− 3)Aabc = ∇
dCdcab.
Finally we put
(5) Bab = ∇
pApab + P
pqCpaqb ∈ E(ab)0 [−2].
In the dimension n = 4, this is the conformally invariant Bach tensor.
Under a conformal transformation we replace a choice of metric g by
the metric gˆ = e2Υg, where Υ is a smooth function. We recall that, in
particular, the Weyl curvature is conformally invariant Ĉabcd = Cabcd.
With Υa := ∇aΥ, the Schouten tensor transforms according to
(6) P̂ab = Pab −∇aΥb +ΥaΥb −
1
2
ΥcΥcgab.
Explicit formula for the corresponding transformation of the Levi-
Civita connection and its curvatures are given in e.g. [1, 15]. From
these, one can easily compute the transformation for a general valence
(i.e. rank) s section fbc···d ∈ Ebc···d[w] using the Leibniz rule:
∇ˆa¯fbc···d =∇a¯fbc···d + (w − s)Υa¯fbc···d −Υbfa¯c···d · · · −Υdfbc···a¯
+Υpfpc···dgba¯ · · ·+Υ
pfbc···pgda¯.
(7)
We next define the standard tractor bundle over (M, [g]). It is a
vector bundle of rank n + 2 defined, for each g ∈ [g], by [EA]g =
E [1] ⊕ Ea[1] ⊕ E [−1]. If ĝ = e
2Υg, we identify (α, µa, τ) ∈ [E
A]g with
(α̂, µ̂a, τ̂) ∈ [E
A]ĝ by the transformation
(8)

 α̂µ̂a
τ̂

 =

 1 0 0Υa δab 0
−1
2
ΥcΥ
c −Υb 1



αµb
τ

 .
It is straightforward to verify that these identifications are consistent
upon changing to a third metric from the conformal class, and so taking
the quotient by this equivalence relation defines the standard tractor
bundle EA over the conformal manifold. On a conformal structure
of signature (p, q), the bundle EA admits an invariant metric hAB of
signature (p + 1, q + 1) and an invariant connection, which we shall
also denote by ∇a, preserving hAB. Up to an isomorphism this the
unique normal conformal tractor connection and so induces normal
connection on
⊗
EA that will be denoted ∇a and termed the (normal)
tractor connection. In a conformal scale g, the metric hAB and ∇a on
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EA are given by
(9) hAB =

0 0 10 gab 0
1 0 0

 and ∇a

αµb
τ

 =

 ∇aα− µa∇aµb + gabτ + Pabα
∇aτ − Pabµ
b

 .
It is readily verified that both of these are conformally well-defined, i.e.,
independent of the choice of a metric g ∈ [g]. Note that hAB defines a
section of EAB = EA ⊗ EB, where EA is the dual bundle of E
A. Hence
we may use hAB and its inverse h
AB to raise or lower indices of EA, E
A
and their tensor products.
In computations, it is often useful to introduce the ‘projectors’ from
EA to the components E [1], Ea[1] and E [−1] which are determined
by a choice of scale. They are respectively denoted by XA ∈ EA[1],
ZAa ∈ EAa[1] and YA ∈ EA[−1], where EAa[w] = EA ⊗ Ea ⊗ E [w], etc.
Using the metrics hAB and gab to raise indices, we define X
A, ZAa, Y A.
Then we see that YAX
A = 1, ZAbZ
A
c = gbc, and all other quadratic
combinations that contract the tractor index vanish. In (8) note that
α̂ = α and hence XA is conformally invariant. Reformulating (9), we
obtain
∇aYB = Z
b
BPab, ∇aZ
b
B = −YBδ
b
a −XBPa
b and ∇aXB = Z
b
Bgab.
Given a choice of g ∈ [g], the tractor-D operator DA : EB···E[w] →
EAB···E[w − 1] is defined by
(10) DAV := (n+ 2w − 2)wYAV + (n + 2w − 2)ZAa∇
aV −XAV,
where V := ∆V + wJV . This is conformally invariant, as can be
checked directly using the formula above.
The curvature Ω of the tractor connection is defined on EC by [∇a,∇b]V
C =
Ωab
C
EV
E . Using (9) and the formulae for the Riemannian curvature
yields
(11) ΩabEF = Z
e
EZ
f
FCabef − 2X[EZ
f
F ]Aabf ∈ E[ab][EF ] = E[ab] ⊗A
where A = E[EF ] is the conformal adjoint tractor bundle. We shall
write Ωab♯FC or (Ω♯F )abC for the curvature action (∇a∇b−∇b∇a)FC =
−Ωab
D
CFD.
Using the notation developed above, the inclusions ι and ι¯ defined
in 2.2 have he form −2Y[EZF ]a0 : Ea
ι¯
→ Ea0a[EF ] and −2X[EX
a1
F ] : Ea
ι
→
Ea˙[EF ]. (The scalar −2 is used for the sake of compatibility of ∂ and
∇, cf. [9].) Thus
∂ : Ea ⊗ T ∋ fa 7→ −2Y[EZF ]a0fa
♯
−→ Ea0a ⊗ T and
∂∗ : Ea ⊗ T ∋ fa 7→ −2X[EZ
a1
F ]fa
♯
−→ Ea˙ ⊗ T
and we can easily compute k on Ea ⊗ T using the tensorial action ♯.
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Example 4.1. We shall compute d˜ on forms twisted by EC . Let a = a
k
and consider FaC = YCσa + Z
c
Cµca +XCνa ∈ EaC . Then
(d∇d∇F )a−1a0aC =
1
2
Ωa−1a0♯FaC =
1
2
Ωa−1a0C
PFaP =
=
1
2
Z cC
[
Ca−1a0c
pµap + Aa−1a0cσa
]
−XCAa−1a0
pµap
hence (∂∗d∇d∇F )a0aC = −
k
2(k+2)
XC
[
Ca0a1
rpµra˙p+Aa0a1
rσra˙
]
. This is a
section of the subbundle Ea0a[−1] ⊆ Ea0aC and one easily computes k
acts on this (irreducible) subbundle by −n−k−1
k+2
. Therefore (d˜F )a0aC =
∇a0FaC −
k
2(n−k−1)
XC
[
Ca0a1
rpµra˙p + Aa0a1
rσra˙
]
for 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and
d˜ = d∇ for k ≥ n − 1. Finally note that the prolongation covariant
derivative coincides with the normal one for k = 0, i.e. ∇˜ = ∇ on EC .
Example 4.2. The computation of the prolongation covariant deriv-
ative is getting rather technical for more complicated bundles. We
shall demonstrate it on the prolongation covariant derivative ∇˜ on
E(BC)0 . (Note E(BC)0 and E
(BC)0 are isomorphic using the tractor met-
ric.) The computation consists of three steps: we start with ∇ and
then define covariant derivatives ∇, ∇ and ∇˜. Taking a section FBC =
Y(BYC)σ+Y(BZ
c
C)ρc+Z
b
(BZ
c
C)ωbc+X(BYC)ν+X(BZ
c
C)µc+X(BXC)κ we
get
(d∇d∇F )a0a1BC =
1
2
Ωa0a1♯FBC =
1
2
Ω′a0a1BC
PQFPQ =
=Y(BZ
c
C)
[1
2
Ca0a1c
pρp + Aa0a1cσ
]
+ Z b(BZ
c
C)
[
Ca0a1(b
pωc)p +
1
2
Aa0a1(bρc)
]
−
1
2
X(BYC)Aa0a1
pρp +X(BZ
c
C)
[1
2
Ca0a1c
pµp − Aa0a1
pωcp +
1
2
Aa0a1cν
]
−
1
2
XBXCAa0a1
pµp.
where Ω′a0a1BC
PQ := 2Ωa0a1(B
(PhC)
Q). Applying ∂∗ to the previous
display we obtain (∂∗d∇d∇F )a1BC = −2X(B
PrΩ|ra1|C)
QFPQ because
Ωa0a1EF is ∂
∗-closed (i.e. XA0
PpΩpa1PA1 = 0). We put Ψa1BC
PQ :=
−2X(B
PrΩ|ra1|C)
Q. Equivalently, Ψa1BC
PQ can be obtained by applying
∂∗ to the EBC-factor of Ω
′
a0a1(BC)
PQ. This is exactly the operator ∂∗V
from [5] since the notation therein means V = E(BC)0 , V
∗ = E (PQ)0 and
therefore Ω′a0a1BC
PQ ∈ Ea0a1 ⊗End(V ) is the curvature tensor of ∇a on
V = E(BC)0 . We shall denote the operator ∂
∗
V by ∂
∗
BC : Ea0a1BC
PQ →
Ea1BC
PQ here. Thus we have Ψa1BC
PQ = 1
2
(∂∗BCΩ
′)a1BC
PQ, explicitly
Ψa1BC
PQ =− Z b(BZ
c
C)
[
X(PZQ)qCa1(bc)q +X
PXQAa1(bc)
]
+X(BZ
c
C)
[
Zp(PZQ)qCa1pcq + 2X
(PZQ)qAa1(cq)
]
+X(BXC)Z
p(PZQ)qApa1q.
(12)
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Since 1
2
Ca1(bc)
pρp+Aa1(bc)σ is a section of the Cartan component of the
subquotient E[a1b]⊗Ec of Ea1(BC)0 and1 acts on this subquotient by−
3
2
,
we put∇aFBC = ∇aFBC+
2
3
ΨaBC
PQFPQ as the first “approximation” of
∇˜. We need to know ∇a0Ψa1BC
PQ to compute the curvature Ωa0a1BC
PQ
of ∇. First, it easily follows from Ψa1BC
PQ := −2X(B
PrΩ|ra1|C)
Q that
(d∇Ψ)a0a1BC
PQ = ∇a0Ψa1BC
PQ = −2∇a0X(B
PrΩ|ra1|C)
Q =
= −2Z e
0Pe1
(B g|a0e0Ωe1a1|C)
Q + 2W(B
PΩ|a0a1|C)
Q − X(B
Pr∇|rΩa0a1|C)
Q
since ∇a−1Ωa0a1CQ = 0. Expanding the expressions in the previous
display we obtain
(d∇Ψ)a0a1BC
PQ = −
3
2
Y(BZ
c
C)
[
X(PZQ)qCa0a1cq +X
PXQAa0a1c
]
+
3
2
X(BYC)X
(PZQ)qAa0a1q
+ Z b(BZ
c
C)
[
−2Zp(PZQ)qga0[bCp]a1cq +
1
2
XPXQ
(
∇bAa0a1c + Pb
rCa0a1rc
)
+X(PZQ)q
(
−2ga0[bAq]a1c +
1
2
∇bCa0a1cq − gb[cA|a0a1|q]
)]
+X(BZ
c
C)
[ 3
2
Y (PZQ)qCa0a1cq −X
(PZQ)q
(
∇(cA|a0a1|q) + P(c
sC|a0a1s|q)
)
+ Zp(PZQ)q
(
2ga0[cAp]a1q −
1
2
∇pCa0a1cq + gp[cA|a0a1|q]
)]
+XBXC
[
−
3
2
Y (PZQ)qAa0a1q +
1
2
Zp(PZQ)q
(
∇pAa0a1q + Pp
sCa0a1sq
)]
after some computation which uses the differential Bianchi identity, in
particular the relation [18, (29)]. Now we need to apply ∂∗BC to the
previous display. This yields
(∂∗BC d
∇Ψ)a1BC
PQ =
3
2
Z b(BZ
c
C)
[
X(PZQ)qCa1(bc)q +X
PXQAa1(bc)
]
+X(BZ
c
C)
[1
2
(n− 1)Zp(PZQ)qCa1(pq)c −
1
2
XPXQBa1c
+X(PZQ)q
(
(n− 4)Aq(a1c) − 3Aa1(qc)
)]
+XBXC
[1
2
(n− 1)Zp(PZQ)qAa1(pq) +
1
2
X(PZQ)qBa1q
]
.
We need to compute Ψa1BC
PQ = 1
2
(∂∗BCΩ)a1BC
PQ satisfying Ψa1BC
PQFPQ =
(∂∗d∇∇F )a1BC . Since ∇aFBC = ∇a +
2
3
ΨaBC
PQ we have
1
2
Ωa0a1BC
PQ =
1
2
Ω′a0a1BC
PQ +
2
3
(d∇Ψ)a0a1BC
PQ +
4
9
(Ψ ∧Ψ)a0a1BC
PQ
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where (Ψ ∧Ψ)a0a1BC
PQ = Ψa0BC
RSΨa1RS
PQ. Since 1
2
(∂∗BCΩ
′)a1BC
PQ =
Ψa1BC
PQ by definition of Ψ, applying ∂∗BC to the previous display yields
Ψa1BC
PQ =
1
2
(∂∗BCΩ)a1BC
PQ =
= Ψa1BC
PQ +
2
3
(∂∗BCd
∇Ψ)a1BC
PQ +
4
9
(∂∗(Ψ ∧Ψ))a1BC
PQ =
=
1
3
X(BZ
c
C)
[
(n− 4)Zp(PZQ)qCa1(pq)c + 2(n− 4)X
(PZQ)qAq(a1c) −X
PXQBa1c
]
+
1
3
XBXC
[
(n− 4)Zp(PZQ)qAa1(pq) +X
(PZQ)qBa1q
]
+
4
9
(∂∗BC(Ψ ∧Ψ))a1BC
PQ.
(13)
where
(14)
(∂∗BC(Ψ∧Ψ))a1BC
PQ =
1
2
XBXC
[
X(PZQ)qCa1
(rs)pCqrsp+X
PXQCa1
(rs)qAqrs
]
.
Remark 4.3. The section (∂∗d∇Ψ)aBC
PQ is closely related to the con-
formally invariant curvature quantity
WEF =(n− 4)Z
e
E
Z
f
F
Cab − 2(n− 4)Z
e
E
X
f
F
Aef
− 2(n− 4)X e
E
Z
f
F
Afe + 4X
e
E
X
f
F
Bef ,
cf. [14] where all the form indices E, F, e, f have the valence 2.
In fact, one easily computes (∂∗d∇Ψ)aBC
PQ = −1
3
ZRa X(BWC)
(P
R
Q).
Since (∂∗d∇Ψ)aBC
PQ coincides with ΨaBC
PQ up to the terms involving
Ca1
(rs)pCqrsp and Ca1
(rs)qAprs, cf. (13), conformal invariance of WEF
verifies the invariance of the previous computations.
Looking at the form of Ψa1BC
PQFPQ, we see that we need the action
of 1 on the subquotient E(a1c)0 of Ea1BC (corresponding to the injec-
tor X(BZ
c
C)). A short computation reveals this is −
n
2
hence the next
“approximation” of ∇˜ will be the covariant derivative
∇a := ∇a+
2
n
ΨaBC
PQ = ∇a+
2
3
ΨaBC
PQ+
2
n
ΨaBC
PQ : E(PQ) → Ea(BC).
Now we need the curvature Ωa0a1BC
PQ of ∇a and then to apply ∂
∗
BC on
1
2
Ωa0a1BC
PQ. It follows from the definition of ∇a that
1
2
Ωa0a1BC
PQ =
1
2
Ωa0a1BC
PQ +
2
n
∇a0Ψa1BC
PQ +
4
3n
Ψa0BC
RSΨa1RS
PQ
(15)
since Ψa0BC
RSΨa1RS
PQ = Ψa0BC
RSΨa1RS
PQ = 0.
The next step is to compute Ψa1BC
PQ := 1
2
(∂∗BCΩ)a1BC
PQ. We apply
∂∗BC to the three terms on the right hand side of (15). Firstly recall
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1
2
(∂∗BCΩ)a1BC
PQ = Ψa1BC
PQ by definition. Secondly, one gets
(d∇Ψ)a0a1BC
PQ =
1
3
Z b(BZ
c
C)
[
(n− 4)Zp(PZQ)qgba0Ca1(pq)c
+ 2(n− 4)X(PZQ)qgba0Aq(a1c) −X
PXQgba0Ba1c
]
+
1
3
X(BZ
c
C)
[3
2
(n− 4)Y (PZQ)qCa0a1qc −
3
2
(n− 4)X(PY Q)Aa0a1c
+ (n− 4)Zp(PZQ)q
(
∇a0Ca1(pq)c + 2ga0(pAq)(a1c) + 2ga0cAa1(pq)
)
+ 2X(PZQ)q
(
(n− 4)∇a0Aq(a1c) − (n− 4)Pa0
pCa1(pq)c + 2ga0[cBq]a1
+
2
3
gca0Ca1
(rs)pCqrsp
)
+XPXQ
(
−∇a0Ba1c − 2(n− 4)Pa0
qAq(a1c) +
4
3
gca0Ca1
(rs)pAp(rs)
)]
+XBXCϕa1
PQ
for some ϕa1
PQ ∈ Ea1
PQ after some computation. Using the last display,
it is not difficult to verify
(∂∗BCd
∇Ψ)a1BC
PQ = −
n
2
Ψa1BC
PQ −
2
9
(n− 2)(∂∗BC(Ψ ∧Ψ))a1BC
PQ.
Thirdly, one easily derives Ψa0BC
RSΨa1RS
PQ = −n−4
3
Ψa0BC
RSΨa1RS
PQ.
Hence we finally obtain
(16) Ψa1BC
PQ =
1
2
(∂∗BCΩ)a1BC
PQ = −
8
9n
(n−3)(∂∗BC(Ψ∧Ψ))a1BC
PQ,
where − 8
9n
(n− 3) = − 4
9n
(n− 2)− 4
9n
(n− 4).
In the last step we need the action of 1 on the subbundle Ea1 [−2] ⊆
Ea1(BC)0 corresponding to the injector XBXC . This is the scalar −(n−
1), so by adding 1
n−1
Ψa1BC
PQ to ∇a we obtain the resulting prolonga-
tion covariant derivative
∇˜a := ∇a +
2
3
ΨaBC
PQ +
2
n
ΨaBC
PQ +
1
n− 1
ΨaBC
PQ : E(PQ) → Ea(BC).
Proposition 4.4. The prolongation connection ∇˜ : E(BC) → Ea(BC) in
the conformal geometry has the form ∇˜aFBC = ∇aFBC+
2
3
Ψ˜aBC
PQFPQ
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where
Ψ˜aBC
PQ = −Z b(BZ
c
C)
[
X(PZQ)qCa(bc)q +X
PXQAa(bc)
]
+X(BZ
c
C)
[
−
4
n
Zp(PZQ)qCa(pq)c + 2X
(PZQ)q
(
Aa(cq) +
n− 4
n
Aq(ac)
)
−
1
n
XPXQBac
]
+XBXC
[
−
4
n
Zp(PZQ)qAa(pq) +
1
n
X(PZQ)q
(
Baq +
4
3(n− 1)
Ca
(rs)pCqrsp
)
+
4
3n(n− 1)
XPXQCa
(rs)pAprs
]
.

Example 4.5. The prolongation covariant derivative ∇˜ on tractor
form bundles EA0A, A = A
k was computed in [11]. Consider a sec-
tion FA0A = Y
a
A0Aσa+
1
k+1
Z a
0a
A0Aµa0a+W
a˙
A0Aνa˙+X
a
A0Aρa ∈ EA0A. Then
∇˜cFA0A = ∇cFA0A +
1
2
Z
a0a
A0A
[
Cc
p
a0a1σpa˙ +
k − 1
n
gca0Ca1a2
pqσpqa¨
]
−
k(k − 1)
2n(n− k)
W
a˙
A0A
[
(n− 2)Cca2
pqσpqa¨ − (k − 2)Ca2a3
pqσcpq...a
]
+ X aA0A
[
−Ac
p
a1σpa˙ −
(k − 1)(k − 2)
2nk
gca1Ca2a3
pqνpq...a
+
k − 1
2(n− k)
(n− 2k
2n
(∇cCa1a2
pq)σpqa¨ + gca1A
pq
a2σpqa¨
− 2Aca1
pσpa˙ − Aa1a2
pσcpa¨ + Cca1
pqµpqa˙
+
n(n− k + 1)− 2k
nk
Cc
p
a1a2νpa¨ −
k
n
Ca1a2
pqµcpqa¨
)]
,
cf. [11, Remark 4.2].
The prolongation covariant derivative ∇˜ simplifies for k = 2 in di-
mension n = 4. Then we have (at least locally) the conformal volume
form
(17) ǫc ∈ Ec[4] such that ǫ
cǫc = 4!, i.e. ǫ
eǫc = 4!δ
e1
c1 δ
e2
c2 δ
e3
c3 δ
e4
c4 ,
where c = c4, e = e4. Recall ∇ǫ = 0 for any connection ∇ from the
conformal class. Then the Hodge–star operator ∗ : Eak → Ea4−k , k =
0, . . . , 4 has the form (∗f)ak = ǫak
r
4−k
fr4−k . The eigenvalues of ∗ for k =
2 are ±2. The induced tractor volume form EC6 = −30W
c4
C6
ǫc4 ∈ EC6
yields analogously the tractor Hodge–star operator ∗ : EBℓ → EB6−ℓ .
The eigenvalues of E for ℓ = 3 are ±6.
Henceforth we assume k = 2 and n = 4 and ∗F = 6F . If not stated
otherwise, all form indices will have valence 2, e.g. A = A2 or a = a2.
Our normalization of volume forms E and ǫ means that
(18) ∗ σ = 2σ, ∗µ = −3ν, ∗ν = 2µ, ∗ρ = −2ρ,
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i.e. σa is self-adjoint. Using this and (17) one easily verifies
(19) gca0Ca
rσr = −2Cc
p
aσpa0 , Ca
rµcr = −2Cca1
rµa2r.
Thus the prolongation covariant derivative ∇˜ has the form
∇˜cFA0A =∇cFA0A +
1
4
Z
a0a
A0ACc
p
aσpa0 −
1
4
W
a
A0ACca
rσr
+
1
4
X
a
A0A
[
−4Ac
p
a1σpa2 + gca1A
r
a2σr − 2Aca1
pσpa2
− Aa
pσcp + 2Cca1
rµa2r + Cc
p
aνp
]
,
The connection ∇˜ simplifies considerably for half-flat structures, i.e.
when
(20) ǫa
rCrb + ǫb
rCar = 4λCab, λ ∈ {+1,−1}.
The self-adjoint structure λ = 1 equivalently means Ca
rfr = 0 for every
anti-self-adjoint two form fa and the anti-self-adjoint structure λ = −1
analogously means Ca
rfr = 0 for every self-adjoint fa. It follows from
(20), (18) and (17) that
(21) Cc
p
aνp = λCa
rµcr.
We shall discuss the anti-self dual case λ = −1 in detail. A short
computation reveals
Ca
rσr = 0, A
r
aσr = 0 and Aa
pσcp = 2Aa1c
pσa2p,
where the second and the third equally follow by applying ∇a
1
and∇a0 ,
respectively, to the first one and using ∇a0Car = 2ga0r1Aar2 . (Note the
last equality says A[a
pσc]p = 0.) From the last display and (21) for
λ = −1 we finally obtain the following:
Proposition 4.6. Consider an anti-self-dual conformal structure in
the dimension 4. Then the prolongation connection ∇˜ : E+[A0A] →
E+c[A0A], A = A
2 on the bundle of self-dual tractor 3-forms E+[A0A] ⊆
E[A0A] has the form
∇˜cFA0A = ∇cFA0A + X
a
A0A
[
−2Ac(pa1)σ
p
a2 +
1
2
Cc
p
aνp
]
.
for FA0A ∈ E
+
[A0A] where σa = 3X
A0A
a
FA0A and νa = −6W
A0A
aFA0A.
Note a modification of ∇ on E+A0A was also obtained in [10, (2.27)]
where the spinorial notation is used.
5. Almost Grassmannian geometry
A complex almost Grassmannian (or AG–) structure on a smooth
manifold M is given by two auxiliary vector bundles EA and EA′ and
the identification
(22) Ea = EA′ ⊗ E
A = EAA′,
∧
qEA ∼=
∧
pEA′,
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where p is the rank of EA′ and q is the rank of E
A. In fact, all results we
obtain hold for all real forms of a given complex geometry, [16]. Moti-
vated by the case p = q = 2 when the structure is the spin conformal
structure, we shall term EA and EA′ spinor bundles.
Following [16] and equation (22), we adopt the convention
E [−1] ∼= EAq ∼= E
B′
p
, E [1] ∼= EA
q ∼= EB′p
for line bundles. This isomorphism is given explicitly by the tauto-
logical section ǫAq ∈ EAq [1] as E [−1] ∋ f 7→ fǫAq ∈ EAq . A choice
of a scale ξ ∈ E [1] is equivalent to the choice of spinor volume forms
ǫ
ξ
Aq
:= ξ−1ǫAq ∈ EAq , and analogously for E
A
′p
.
Our convention for the torsion Tab
c and the curvature Rab
d
c of a
covariant derivative ∇a on TM are given by the equation
2∇[a∇b]v
c = Tab
d∇dv
c +Rab
c
dv
d.
Summarizing [16, Theorem 2.1], for a scale ξ ∈ E [1] on an AG–structure
there are unique covariant derivatives on EA and EA′ such that the tor-
sion FA
′
A
B′
B
C
C′ of the induced covariant derivative on TM is totally trace-
free, the induced covariant derivative preserves (22) and in addition, ξ
is parallel. We denote this class of covariant derivatives, parametrized
by sections of E [1], by [∇]. Changing the scale ξ → ξˆ = eΥξ ∈ E [1]
with Υ a smooth function, the covariant derivative ∇ changes to ∇ˆ in
a way that
∇ˆA
′
A u
C = ∇A
′
A u
C + δCAΥ
A′
B u
B, for uC ∈ EA,
∇ˆA
′
A uC′ = ∇
A′
A uC′ + δ
A′
C′Υ
B′
A uB′ , for uC′ ∈ EC′,
∇ˆA
′
A vB = ∇
A′
A vB −Υ
A′
B vA, for vB ∈ EB.
∇ˆA
′
A v
B′ = ∇A
′
A v
B′ −ΥB
′
A v
A′, for vB ∈ EB and also
∇ˆaf = ∇af + wΥaf, for f ∈ E [w]
(23)
where Υa = ∇aΥ. We use hat sign to denote quantities corresponding
to the changed scale ξˆ = eΥξ from now on without further notice.
Given∇ ∈ [∇], we denote all covariant derivatives on tensor products
of EA ans EA′ also by ∇. The curvature on spinor bundles is given by
(2∇[a∇b]−Tab
d∇d)v
C = Rab
C
Dv
D, (2∇[a∇b]−Tab
d∇d)vD′ = −Rab
C′
D′vC′ .
The curvature of ∇ is Rab
d
c = Rab
D
C δ
C′
D′ − Rab
C′
D′δ
D
C , where Rab
D′
C′ and
Rab
C
D are trace–free on the spinor indices displayed. The relations
Rab
C
D = Uab
C
D − δ
C
BP
A′
A
B′
D + δ
C
AP
B′
B
A′
D ,
Rab
C′
D′ = Uab
C′
D′ + δ
B′
D′P
A′
A
C′
B − δ
A′
D′P
B′
B
C′
A ,
together with the condition UA
′
R
B′
B
R
A − U
R′
A
B′
B
A′
R′ = 0 (and the algebraic
Bianchi identity) determine Uab
C
D, Uab
C′
D′ and the Rho–tensor Pab. In
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more details, the curvature on the (co)tangent bundle is
Rab
c
d = Uab
c
d + δ
D′
C′ δ
C
AP
B′
B
A′
D − δ
D′
C′ δ
C
BP
A′
A
B′
D + δ
C
Dδ
A′
C′P
B′
B
D′
A − δ
C
Dδ
B′
C′P
A′
A
D′
B
where Uab
c
d = Uab
C
Dδ
D′
C′−Uab
D′
C′δ
C
D. In this form, tensors U are determined
by Urb
r
a = U
A′
R
B′
B
R
A − U
R′
A
B′
B
A′
R′ = 0. (Note the previous display means
the decomposition U = R + ∂P where U is ∂∗-closed, cf. the theory of
Weyl structures in [9].) Furthermore,
(24) Uab
C
C = −Uab
C′
C′ = 2P[ab] and − 2(p+ q)P[ab] = ∇cTab
c
where the last identity follows from the algebraic Bianchi identity.
We will be mostly interested in the case p = 2 and q > 2. In this case,
the only invariants are the trace–free part of T
(A′B′)
[AB]
C
C′ and the trace–
free part of U
[A′B′]D
(ABC), [16]. That is, if these two vanish, the geometry is
locally isomorphic to the homogenous model. Finally note that using
the algebraic Bianchi identity we obtain
U
R′[A′B′]
(AB)R′ = U
[A′B′]R
R (A B) = U
R′(A′B′)
[AB]R′ = U
(A′B′)R′
R [A B] = 0,
U
R′(A′B′)
(AB)R′ = U
(A′B′)R
R (A B) =
1
q
Tr
(A′|e|
(A T
B′) r
B ) e
U
R′[A′B′]
[AB]R′ = U
[A′B′]R
R [A B] = −
1
q + 4
Tr
[A′|e|
[A T
B′] r
B ] e .
(25)
5.1. Grassmannian tractor calculus. We follow [16] here. The
standard tractor bundle is the (spinor tractor) bundle Eα = EA +
✞
✝ EA
′
and we denote its dual by Eα = EA′ +
✞
✝ EA. (That is, we use Greek let-
ters for spinor tractor abstract indices.) Using the injectors Y αA ∈ E
α
A,
XαA′ ∈ E
α
A′ and Y
A′
α ∈ E
A′
α , X
A
α ∈ E
A
α , sections of E
α and Eα are written
conveniently as(
σA
ρA
′
)
= Y αA σ
A+XαA′ρ
A′ ∈ Eα, resp.
(
νA′
µA
)
= Y A
′
α νA′+X
A
α µA ∈ Eα.
Splittings of Eα and Eα are parametrised by choice of the scale ξ ∈ E [1].
The change of the splitting has the form(̂
σA
ρA
′
)
=
(
σA
ρA
′
−ΥA
′
B σ
B
)
, i.e. Yˆ αA = Y
α
A +X
α
B′Υ
B′
A , Xˆ
α
A′ = X
α
A′ and(̂
νA′
µA
)
=
(
νA′
µA +Υ
A′
A νA′
)
, i.e. Yˆ A
′
α = Y
A′
α −X
B
αΥ
A′
B , Xˆ
A
α = X
A
α
That is, the sections XαA′ and X
A
α are invariant and Y
α
A and Y
A′
α depend
on the choice of the scale. They are normalized in such a way that
Y βBX
B
α + Y
B′
α X
β
B′ = δα
β, i.e. XBα Y
α
A = δA
B and XαA′Y
B′
α = δA′
B′ .
The normal covariant tractor derivative is given by
∇P
′
A
(
σB
ρB
′
)
=
(
∇P
′
A σ
B + ρP
′
δA
B
∇P
′
A ρ
B′ − PP
′
A
B′
B σ
B
)
and ∇P
′
A
(
νB′
µB
)
=
(
∇P
′
A νB′ − δ
P ′
B′µA
∇P
′
A µB + P
P ′
A
B′
B νB′
)
.
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That is,
∇P
′
A Y
α
B = −X
α
B′P
P ′
A
B′
B ,∇
P ′
A X
α
B′ = Y
α
A δ
P ′
B′ and
∇P
′
A Y
B′
α = X
B
α P
P ′
A
B′
B , ∇
P ′
A X
B
α = −Y
P ′
α δ
B
A .
Its curvature Ωab
α
β is trace-free on the spinor tractor bundle and has
the explicit form
Ωab
α
β =− Y
α
C Y
C′
β Tab
C
C′ + Y
α
CX
D
β Uab
C
D +X
α
C′Y
D′
β Uab
C′
D′
+XαC′X
C
β Qab
C′
C ∈ E[ab]
α
β ⊆ E[ab] ⊗ trace-free(E
α
β )
where Qabc = −2∇[aPb]c + Tab
e
Pec ∈ E[ab]c and trace-free(E
α
β ) = A is
the adjoint tractor bundle. That is, (∇a∇b − ∇b∇a − Tab
e∇e)f
α =
Ωab
α
βf
β = (Ω♯f)ab
α = Ωab♯f
α in our notation.
The inclusions ι and ι¯ from 2.2 are of the form Y αA0Y
A0′
β : Ea
ι¯
→ Ea0a
α
β
and Xα
A1′
XA
1
β : Ea
ι
→ Ea˙
α
β, where we use the identification Ea0 = E
A0′
A0
and Ea
1
= EA
1
A1′. Therefore
∂ : Ea ⊗ T ∋ fa 7→ Y
α
A0Y
A0′
β fa
♯
−→ Ea0a ⊗ T and
∂∗ : Ea ⊗ T ∋ fa 7→ X
α
A1′X
A1
β fa
♯
−→ Ea˙ ⊗ T
for any subbundle T of
⊗
Eα ⊗
⊗
Eβ ⊗ E [w]. This does not cover all
tractor bundles but will be sufficient in the examples treated below.
Henceforth we assume p = 2, q > 2. Note we have the decomposition
Ωab
α
β = Ω
[A′B′]
(AB)
α
β + Ω
(A′B′)
[AB]
α
β , where the component Ω
(A′B′)
[AB]
α
β vanishes in
the torsion–free case.
5.2. Skew symmetric tractors and tractor forms. We shall also
need tractor bundles
∧ℓ Eα = Eα with the notation for the multiindex
α = αℓ. Since
∧ℓ Eα ∼= ∧q+2−ℓ Eβ (we assume orientability here), these
are just tractor forms. Specifically, the case ℓ = q+1 is just the bundle
Eβ.
It follows from the structure of Eα that
Eα = EA +
✞
✝ EB
′
A˙ +
✞
✝ E [B
′C′]A¨, α = αℓ, A = Aℓ, 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ q.
Of course we have the isomorphism E [B
′C′]A¨ ∼= E A¨[−1] using the spinor
volume form ǫB′C′ ∈ E[B′C′][−1] but it turns out more convenient for
the computation to use the form as in the display.
We put
Y
α
A
= Y
[α1
A1 . . . Y
αℓ]
Aℓ
∈ Eα
A
, Wα
B′A˙
= X
[α1
B′ Y
α2
A2 . . . Y
αℓ]
Aℓ
∈ E α
B′A˙
,
X
α
B′C′A˙
= X
[α1
B′X
α2
C′Y
α3
A3 . . . Y
αℓ]
Aℓ
∈ E α
[B′C′]A¨
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where Xα
B′C′A˙
is invariant and Yα
A
and Wα
B′A˙
are scale dependent. Fi-
nally, the normal tractor connection on these section is
∇cY
α
A
= −ℓWα
B′[A˙
P|c|
B′
A1],
∇cW
α
B′A˙
= Yα
CA˙
δC
′
B′ − (ℓ− 1)X
α
B′D′[A˙
P|c|
D′
A2], and
∇cX
α
B′D′A˙
= 2Wα
B′CA¨
δC
′
D′.
Example 5.1. We shall demonstrate the prolongation covariant de-
rivative ∇˜ for AG–geometries on tractor bundles corresponding to fun-
damental representations. These are bundles
∧ℓ Eα for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ q + 1.
Since the computation is getting very technical for 1 < ℓ < q + 1, we
later restrict to torsion–free manifolds.
First we discuss the cases Eα and Eβ ∼=
∧q+1 Eα. Considering F α ∈
Eα and Gβ ∈ Eβ, a short computation gives
(∂∗d∇d∇F )c
α =
1
2
XαD′X
D
ωS
D′C′
CD F
ω and
(∂∗d∇d∇G)cβ = −
1
2
XωD′X
D
β S
D′C′
C D Gω,
where
SD
′C′
CD = U
R′A′B′
A B R′ = U
A′B′R
R A B =
1
q
Tr
(A′|e|
(A T
B′) r
B ) e −
1
q + 4
Tr
[A′|e|
[A T
B′] r
B ] e .
Hence we need the action of the Kostant-Laplace operator on ED
′C′
C =
E
(D′C′)
C ⊕E
[D′C′]
C . The eigenvalues are, respectively,
1
2
(q−1) and 1
2
(q+1).
Therefore the prolongation connection ∇˜ has the form
∇˜cF
α = ∇cF
α −XαD′X
D
ω
[ 1
q − 1
S
(D′C′)
C D +
1
q + 1
S
[D′C′]
C D
]
F ω for F α ∈ Eα,
∇˜cGβ = ∇cGβ +X
ω
D′X
D
β
[ 1
q − 1
S
(D′C′)
C D +
1
q + 1
S
[D′C′]
C D
]
Gω for Gβ ∈ Eβ.
It remains to consider the bundles Eα, α = αℓ for 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ q.
Consider the section Fα = Yα
A
σA +Wα
B′A˙
µB
′
A˙ +Xα
B′C′A˙
ρB
′C′A¨, where
σA ∈ EA, µB
′
A˙ ∈ EB
′
A˙ and ρB
′C′A¨ ∈ E [B
′C′]A¨. A straightforward
computation shows that
(d∇d∇F ) αde =
1
2
Ωde♯F
α =
1
2
ℓΩde
[α1
ω F
|ω|α˙] =
=
1
2
{
Y
α
A
[
ℓUde
[A1
Q σ
|Q|A˙] − Tde
[A1
Q′µ
|Q′|A˙]
]
+Wα
B′A˙
[
(ℓ− 1)Ude
[A2
Q µ
|B′Q|A¨] + ℓQde
B′
Q σ
QA˙ + Ude
B′
Q′µ
Q′A˙
− 2Tde
[A2
Q′ ρ
|B′Q′|A¨]
]
+ Xα
B′C′A˙
ϕB
′C′A¨
}
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for a section ϕB
′C′A¨ ∈ EB
′C′A¨. We need to compute ∂∗ of the previous
display.
It turns out the computation is getting too technical in general, so we
compute ∇˜ in the torsion–free case only. That is, we assume Tef
C′
C = 0
(hence also SD
′C′
C D = 0) from now on. Then we obtain
(∂∗d∇d∇F )e
α =
=
1
2
(ℓ− 1)
{
ℓWα
B′A˙
Ue
B′[A2
R Q σ
|QR|A¨]
+ Xα
B′C′A¨
[
(ℓ− 2)Ue
C′[A3
R Q µ
|B′QR|
...
A] − ℓQe
C′B′
RQ σ
QRA˙ − Ue
C′B′
RQ′ µ
Q′RA¨
]}
.
Since UA
′B′D
ABC = U
[A′B′]D
(ABC) in the torsion–free case, we conclude that
(∂∗d∇d∇F )e
α = 0. This yields the surprising result ∇˜ = ∇ on Eα.
The same is obviously true also for ℓ = 1 and ℓ = q + 1. Hence we
obtain
Proposition 5.2. The prolongation connection ∇˜c : E
α → E αc , α =
α
ℓ for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ q + 1 on torsion–free AG-manifolds is equal to the
normal tractor connection, i.e. ∇˜ = ∇.
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